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·A Voice in the Wilderness 
Indeed this is the "voice of one crying in the wilder-
ness"; but the one is not one but many; the cry has gone 
forth and the wilderness has not been found arid and 
wanting. 
What was the cry? It was (and perhaps is yet) a groan 
really. It has issued forth from 
many corridors and from many mature . responsi~ility in areas 
faculty officers at Regis in the s~holas~IC and .soc.Ial. In any con-
form of declamations against "in- Siderahon of semor dorm hours, 
tellectual apathy" and "lack of these su~posedly trivial elements 
responsiility" on the part of stu- of ?e:hav10r may prove to be the 
dents. Father Klocker epitomized d~cidmg factors, . a~ lea~t in the 
the problem in his afternoon Phi- mmd of the admimstrat10n. And, 
losophy of God class with the g_rante~ that many of these con-
statement: "If there are responsi- SideratiOns may app~ar to t~e stu-
ble students here at Regis, and I dent to be superficial, penpheral 
know there are, why don't they concerns, nevertheless at least 
allow their voices to be heard?" some n:easur~ of competence must 
The challenge was accepted and be achieved m such a~eas before 
met on two fronts simultaneously i progr~ss c~n be made m more de-
In bhe larger context of stu- mandmg fields. 
dent life, Fred Clervi, Student However, as Clervi !himself 
Body President issued an ultima- noted, nothing efficacious will 
tum to each individual student to ever flow from a unified effort in 
bear the burden of personal re- the student body without personal, 
sponsibility in such areas as de- individual responsibility and initia-
portment in the dorm while others tive. With this fact in mind, sev-
are studying, proper conduct in era! senior students set out to cap-
the cafeteria and the handling of ture the dissipated energy of some 
trays, and maintenance of the of their fellows and to channel 
amenities of life by Regis students the adamant and emotional criti-
at other schools. Certainly, he cism of intellectual life and the 
noted, these are the areas which consonant intiative generated by 
the faculty looks at when determ- the student body convocation. But 
ining whether Regis students can how to do it? 
be expected to meet a more pon-
derous challenge and demand for See "More from Mo~e" p. 4 
Recently crowned Queen of Regis, Miss Susie O'Toole (left) w ith her court Misses Pat Kinney, linda Henning, 
Marilyn Folk. 
as proposed by Frs. Maginnis and 
Teeling (heads of the theology 
and English depar tments, respec-
tively ) , disadvantages · as seen by 
var ious students and answers to 
these objections given by the 
aforementioned department heads. 
Regis College s·tudent Newspaper 
You have already, experi-
enced the greater part of the new 
process of "early registrat ion," 
and it would therefore be futile to 
go into great detail concerning 
this procedure. · I will merely at-
tempt to present the advantages 
of and expectations for "early 
registration," as set f orth for me 
by Larry Morris, the Registrar. 
The main advantages ar e t wo : 
first, the student will have much 
more time to cogitate pr ivately 
and confer with his adviser con-
cerning his schedule for the next 
semester; secondly, the walking 
in line and the technical trivia, 
which have come to seem almost 
inherent in the process of r C1,'-
istration, will be eliminated,' F u·,·. 
thermore, there is the possibility 
that we may be able to r egister 
in May for both semesters of the 
next year, thus eliminating all 
mid-year r egistrat ion worries for 
most students. (Of course, sched-
ule changes will always be neces-
sary for some.) This new pro-
cedure can hardly ·be anything 
short of a trem endous improve-
ment over ' the old methods. 
The main advantage of this 
"special sectionjng" is that stu-
dents ~an _be .rat ionally placed ac-
cording t o ability, dedication, 
and motivation. Father Maginnis 
pointed out that he. has taught 
students at Regis with ability and 
dedication equal to that of any 
stude11ts in this country, while 
there are "some students who· 
need entertainment." Both he and 
Father Teeling stated that this 
segreg<_tt ion of students is_ of prime 
important s in, subjects which are 
taught by the "dialogue" or dis-
cussion method (as are English 
an d Theology) . " Special section-
jug" enables each student to con-
tr,ibute and gain more. from classes 
of this type. 
Vol. XLVIII, No. 2 Denver, Colorado 
Admissions At Regis 
Dissimilar to the large, well-known universities, Regis 
must work actively to acquaint prospective applicants with 
its program. To Mr. James Haberer, Director of Admis-
sions, this is the fundamental responsibility of his office. He 
understands his role to be the communication of the ad-
vantages of the Catholic liberal 
arts education which Regis offers. 
Obviously, other small colleges 
like Regis are practicing the same 
method of informing college aspir-
ants. But Mr. Haberer doesn't 
think that this situation should be 
looked upon as competitive in na-
ture. The purpose is not to win 
the best prospects over by indoc-
trination but to give students a 
clear perspective of Regis. As he 
said, "When I speak to a group of 
students ,I always tell them to ask 
themselves this question: 'Does 
Regis offer what I am looking 
for?' Our role is to · give them suf-
ficient information to answer this 
question objjectively. We're not 
competing; there are more than 
enoug;h qualified students." 
Down through the years stu-
dents have come in large percent-
ages from Illinois, Wisconsin, and 
Missouri. Hence, the Admissions 
Offices concentrates on these 
areas. "We try to capitalize on 
the reputation Regis has gained 
·in these sections through the rec-
ommendations of alumini." In 
these states there are quite a 
number of Jesuit high schools 
whioh, as in all parts of the coun-
try consistently produce a large 
nu~ber of Jesuit college appli-
cants. In order to make the in-
fluence of Regis even more effec-
tive in this part of the country, 
Mike Scherr, a 1964 graduate, has 
been hired as a staff member and 
is working out of Chicago. 
In the Denver area the col-
lege's program is outlined for all 
the Parochial high schools and for 
anyone in a public school who so 
requests it. Each year a "Col-
lege Night" is held to which all 
high school seniors in the area are 
invited; general objectives of the 
college are explained and the stu-
dent has the opportunity to talk 
with faculty members from each 
department. Mr. Haberer and 
Father Wintergalen also travel 
around the state as possible. 
In its last issue, the Brown 
& Gold ran an -article about teach-
er's opinions of the student body. 
According to the article, the ma-
jority of the teachers agreed on 
the general lack of consistent mo-
tivation and enthusiasm. When 
asked if an admissions can do 
anything to alleviate this condi-
tion in his screening of applica-
tions, Mr. Haberer stated the 
overall picture of an applicant's 
high school record, rank, and 
teacher recommendation does give 
some indication. However, he ob-
served that in a problem of this 
type so many variables are in-
volved causes are often inscrut-
able. He hoped, nevertheless, that 
a new method now being tested 
by some high schools of a class 
ranking we.ighted according to the 
courses taken will aid the process 
of selection. For example, a stu-
dent who received an A in an ad-
vanced trigonometry course would 
be ranked higher than one who 
re.ceived an A in elementary al-
gebra. Optomistic, Mr. Haberer 
noted that the teachers quoted 
also felt the intellectual level of 
students is improving. 
Regis is growing? But does a 
larger freshman class and a new 
dorm mean quality sacrificed to 
quantity? Mr. Haberer thinks not. 
In the interview he brought atten-
tion to the fact t1hat in the larger 
freshman class this year the in-
crease was in the number of more 
qualified students accepted. Every 
class is naturally stratified accord-
ing to the ability of its members. 
He noted that in this year's en-
larged class there is not a numer-
ical increase of even one in the 
number of less qualified students 
accepted. 
Mr. Haberer was also asked 
whether the location of Regis · Col-
lege with its skiing, 3.2 beer, and 
two women's colleges nearby is· a 
dominant influence in the minds 
of students who ohoose Regis. He 
answered that it certainly is a 
factor and that location should be 
a factor. But he hoped this would 
not be the only reason for com-
ing to Regis. While admitting 
December 17, 1964 
lwHO'S wHol 
ThP, .Brown ,-•nd Gold wishes 
to extend congratulations to the 
sixteen juniors and seniors who 
were recently selected to receive 
the "Who's Who Among Stu-
dents in American Universities 
and Colleges" award. Chosen by 
the faculty members, this award 
is annually presented to students 
who display scholarship and initia-
tive, and in general fulfill the 
aims of the college. Those who 
received the award we.re· as fol-
lows: Larry Beardsley, Fred 
Clervi, John ,Coyne, J. V. Doer-
ing, E. J. Essay, Roger Harris, 
Karl Keffler, Stephen Learned, 
Thomas Luttennegger, John Mar-
tin, William J. Meurer, Thomas 
O'Dorisio, Richard Olaniyan 
George Richter, Mic<hael Veysey: 
and Steve Petosa. 
there are undoubtedly some at 
Regis mainly for these attractions, 
he is of the opinion the major-
ity are ·here for more important 
reasons. 
Although a budget has to be 
a ddinite consideration in the 
operation of the Admissions Of-
fice, he feels that it is adequate 
and unrestrictive. Any limitations 
are not connected with money 
but with the human element in~ 
volved. "Although our staff is ad-
equate, we can only do so much. 
Rather .than cover twenty-five 
areas superficially, we exert a 
more concentrated, effective ef-
fort on ten or twelve." 
Mr. Haberer is a man fully 
dedicated to the concept of a 
Jesuit liberal education as being 
necessary in the development of 
a Christian. Disappointed by the 
number of students who choose 
state schools over Catholic insti-
tutions, he does not feel that New-
man ·Clubs are a sufficient en-
vironment for real spiritual de-
velopment. In all his contacts with 
students across the country, he 
primarily tries to make them cog-
nizant of the importance of a 
Oatholic education. 
Regis College will not out-
grow its own effectiveness as a 
liberal arts institution as long as 
Mr Haberer's organization can 
continue to meet the challenges 
of enlargement. 
Pat Kelly 
Of greater in t erest and signi-
ficance, especially to t hose who 
fear having their f reedom of 
choice trodden on by the faculty 
and administration, is the decision 
to introduce " special sectioning" 
in English "1b"and "82b" and in 
theology "50" and " 140," start-
ing with next semester. In con-
nection with this mildly contro-
versial action, I will present the 
advantages of and reasons f or it, 
In anticipation of the main 
objection of students to this sec-
tioning, namely that students will 
be forced to take courses from in-
structors whom they consider " in-
ferior" to other instructors, sev-
eral answers have been given. 
First, students do not obtain those 
teachers which they desire. Sec-
ond, many . students cannot and 
more will not make intelligent 
choices as to their instrutors. 
Finally, it was brought out that 
requests for preferential schedul-
ing in the courses to be sectioned 
will be honored as often as pos-
sible. 
PLA YBQY METAPHYSICS 
We have decided in our proudly defiant way to 
voice out against the onslaught of Playboy Magazine's 
Hugh Heffner, the titan of America's wild-oates-but-try-
not-to-hurt-anyone philosophy. · As for the P I a y b o y 
Philosophy, well, it concerns itse lf not so much with the 
boundaries of truth as it does with a sort of systematic out-
line of how to succeed in what every American male should 
eagerly pursue - namely, the f ocal fifty-yard-line seat 
around which revolve the gay, bright , and entertaining 
pageant of THINGS. All of these THINGS- from t he col-
orful display of lavish foods, t o t he glowing golden key of 
the Playboy Club, to the costly cardigan or t he expensive 
blazer, to the thrilling luxurious sports car, and lastly t o 
the inviting exhibit of the f emale nude-all of these adult 
goodies perch and glitter on the jellybean shelves of Play-
boy's Kiddieland. Despite all its pomp, we know, a toy in 
the end functions as a lowly little object; for eventually 
the child grows weary and discarding it wanders on to 
s·omething brighter and gayer. And thus in eacP, issue of 
Playboy we have a brighter and gayer Toy of the month 
-a woman ordered in her totality to subjectivity but re-
duced in the appetitive start of a function, and object, a 
thing. And so many a child never grows up and remains 
unknowingly a mere thing among things, playing "boy" in 
a playpen called life. 
See Editorial, page 2 
Page 2 
Marathon Performance 
Three weeks ago twenty-five 
Regis students were priveledged 
to hear Professor J~mes Sandoe 
read fifty minute cutting of Mar-
low's "Faustus." Professor San-
doe is a member of the Drama 
department at the University of 
Colorado. Each year he directs 
one of the plays in the Shake-
speare festival there, aside from 
his regular directing duties. The 
reading was open to all students 
and those who attended found 
themselves carried away by the 
Professor's marathon effort. 
Not only did Mr. Sandoe read 
all the parts in the play, but he 
used his voice so ,well that one 
always knew which of the charac-
ters was speaking, regardless of 
the excitement of the scene. A 
deligthtful comic interlude was pro-
vided by the introduction of the 
Seven Deadly Sins. This little bit 
of virtuosity demonstrated Mr. 
Sandoe's versitility and complete 
grasp of the. play. Every important 
character in the play had a speech 
in the scene, along with seven ad-
ditional characters, the Sins. Each 
of the many characters was finely 
drawn and the continuity, as in 
the rest of the cutting (a great 
task in itself), was never broken 
by loss of a character. The only 
Dear Sir: 
"The mission of the college 
is to provide the type of educa-
tional opportunity which will pro-
duce leaders trained in intellec-
tual and moral tradition." 
As a student of Regis Col-
lege, I saw that this purpose has 
been aborted - if it ever 
was in existence. Today, a lot of 
talk is taking place about how to 
improve the degree of "responsi-
bility" in Regis students. There is 
a problem and there is blame to 
be shouldered by someone. Who? 
The administration and the Jesuit 
community of this institution. 
Everytime criticism is offered 
. concerning this group, { it is a 
common response to hear: "Well, 
what can they do?" In case any 
student has any doubt as to who 
runs this college, just try to put 
an idea into effect that is dif-
ferent and this administration will 
sit on you, just as it does any-
one who wears the shackel of 
Regis. 
The average student at Regis 
is richer than the average Amer-
ican college student and has less 
intelligence than most. Two words 
never heard at Regis are "aca-
demic standard," because the idea 
which they convey has been for-
gotten. This student has sat in 
classes where only 25 per cent of 
the total points had to be re-
ceived to pass, and 90 per cent 
to get an "A." This is typical 
of the poor thought coming from 
the administration building. Not 
only is a high standard shunned 
here, it is fought against by the 
administration. Some teachers are 
called on the carpet for being 
too rough while a certain number 
of faculty members should not be 
allowed to teach kindergarten, 
much less college. The idea here 
seems to ·be to get the richest 
students possible to come here, sit 
around and have parties for four 
years, receive a degree., and hope 
they will be grateful enough to 
drop a big donation Regis' way. 
In fact the more stupid the 
better, because then they will not 
know they are being cheated. 
One may see that this whole 
image of Regis is wrong. Then 
why is Regis experiencing a prob-
lem getting students during the 
largest boom in total college en-
rollment ever? Mainly because 
the average student is unim-
pressed with the poor recruiting 
of Regis and guesses the truth. 
Should one doubt the poor qual-
ity of students arriving at Regis, 
look at the freshman class, par-
ticularly those living in O'Con-
nell Hall. I have heard people 
who have been here for a num-
ber of years say that this is the 
most distructive group they have 
ever seen. Why are they the way 
they are? They are basically an 
unintelligent group, coming to 
Regis for parties, and find them-
selves in a situation where the 
real distractions for the entire 
fifty minutes were two twenty-
second intervals when the reading 
was disturbed by the dulcit tones 
of the Loyola class bell. 
At the end of the reading the 
Professor was entirely exhausted 
and had to sit down and take a 
few drags on a cigarette before 
he could begin answering ques-
tions about the cutting and about 
Elizabethan literature. In the dis-
cussion Mr. Sandoe remarked 
about his conviction that anyone 
playing the part of Faustus must 
have complete faith in God, the 
devil, and hell to read the part 
correctly. Obviously Mr. Sandoe 
meets his own requirements: when 
Faustus gave his last anguished 
cry, one could almost see the gates 
of hell open to receive him. 
The afternoon was a very 
enjoyable experience for all who 
attended. It's unfortunate that 
more men were not able to be 
there. Many have expressed dis-
appointment that they could not 
make it. Perhaps the Speeoh and 
Drama department, for it was 
they who brought Mr . Sandoe on 
campus, will be able to secure 
more entertainment of the same 
caliber. If so, I'm sure the effort 
will be appreciated. 
Mike D. Salle 
authority over them deliberately 
fails to censure them. 
The one thing there is not at 
Regis is studying. ·The students 
are hardly going to rise up to a 
man and demand a higher, tougher 
academic standard, thereby cut-
ting out party time; the faculty 
does not want to back the admin-
istration; and the administration 
does not want to kill the goose 
which it hopes will eventually lay 
the golden egg. Well as far as this 
senior is concerned, an "egg" has 
truly been laid. I for one as an 
alumnus will have to see an edu-
cation given at Regis before they 
,cover their egg with any of my 
c·gold. ' ' 
There are pepole on this cam-
pus both teachers and students 
who want a change. 'Regis has in 
its possession certain very com-
petent teachers who are being 
silenced in developing fully the 
potentiality that they possess as 
a teacher. These handful of men 
represent the sum and total of 
all the faculty members capable 
of stimulating intellectual thought 
on this campus, but find their at-
tempts at such action frustrated 
due to the deliberate lack of any 
kind of academic standard geared 
to compliment their own capabili-
ties. These teachers sit in class 
with second rate students with 
first rate mouths, and very little 
intelligence. They find their at-
tempts at intellectual conversation 
stymied at every turn by the stu-
dent's inability. This inability 
stems from the fact that there is 
very little pressure from any au-
thority to keep students at their 
books and studying for any length 
of time rather than being at 
Ernie's, F.A.C., or other assorted 
pleasures. To be sure, there is 
mentioned in the handbook, and 
pointed out to the parents, the re-
quirements concerning hours. Per-
haps if the administration set any 
·academic standard, there would be 
no need for :hours and less talk 
of lack of responsibility among 
students. 
I recommend that each stu-
dent consider, •by himself, what 
in God's name is he going to do 
when he leaves here without the 
education which he will have 
missed. There is a big cold world 
outside this small carnival of 
parties and I say that the major--
ity of readers will be quite un-
prepared to meet it. T•his "poor-
boy" among Jesuit institutions 
will send you out quite able to 
consume ·Coors, Vodka, Muscatel, 
etc., in great quantities, but total-
ly lacking in intellectual cultiva-
tion. Rather that the stirring ca-
tharsis that began this letter let 
it be here and now proposed that 
the motto of the administration 
be: Send me your rich, your 
stupid, your monied masses. 
Sincerely, 
F. W. Fitzpatrick 
E. J. Essay 
BROWN AND GOLD 
PliiYBfJY EDITORIAl 
The Catholic college or university claims that its pri-
mary purpose is the development of the ~hole man .. If 
this objective. is reached, then the product IS a product_Ive 
and useful member of society living for betterment of him-
self. In turn if this goal is attained, then there is also a 
hi-product which must necessarily better society. 
However there is also another institution- although 
not so grown 'with age, wisdom or truth-which also clair_ns 
as its goal the development of the "whole man." And while 
it is thought that these two institutions, with supposedly 
similar goals, should be working side by side, a mere super-
ficial investigation shows the direct opposite to be true. 
Hugh M. Hefner and his money-making "skin show" 
(called Playboy, for you fortunate people ~ho have not 
experienced contact with the cancerous alluvmm) attempt 
to replace the aesthetic pleasures and moral principles of 
the college with the values of his so called modern man. 
The trouble with Hefner and his fleshy troupe is that in 
their own little perverted manner, they confuse their syno-
nyms and syllogisms. For example, modern man and sexual 
freedom are certainly not interchangable; and just because 
an artist such as Faulkner makes mention of sex in the lives 
of his characters, it does not necessarily follow that the 
overdeveloped, bare-breasted sluts f'Ound scattered through-
out some 230 pages of Hefner's pornographic smut sheet 
can also be equated to the distant plain of art. 
In the development of his "get rich quick" scheme, 
the homely Mr. Hefner decided to play upon man the ani-
mal, and help all the maladjusted offal of our society trans-
fer their powers of rationalization from their intellect to 
their senses. In performing this undoubtedly great service 
to man (which Hefner would claim, some, like us, are too 
narrow minded to realize) editor Hughy, like Nero, holds 
the match to our city of life and attempts to ignite the very 
reason for living. 
But getting down to ' the meat of the matter (a phrase 
undoubtedly coined by Hefner himself), it is definitely 
difficult to overlook the important service performed by 
the members of H.M.H. Publishing Co., Inc., which are 
many, even though they may not be varied. For instance, a 
regular feature is the "Playboy Advisor," which assumes 
the role of the modern Ann Landers and heartily passes out 
advice to the sex driven moron who cannot decide whether 
or not he should remove the wig from this night's true 
love. Another regular feature is the Playboy Interview, that 
indispensible portion; of the magazine which is devote9- to 
interviewingYsuch distinguished people as the old reprobate 
who feels young and intellectually alive because he falls in 
love with his young and beautiful secretaries. However, 
among all the regular features of Playboy, none can com-
pare with that perverted and inevitable waste of space 
known as the 'Playboy Philosophy." Here Hefner proves 
ooth his ability to write a whole sentence and his failure 
to acquaint himself with a process called rationalization. 
Descartes began with the basic premsie of "cogito ergo 
sum"; ,Hef~er, o~ the. other ha?d ~refers "sentimos por 
somos. With this basic theme m mmd, Hefner continues 
to harp upon the concept of sex and man's sexual end. 
Even though Hefner reasons that the means to satiation 
is the end of man, he cannot be called stupid. Whether or 
not he bel~eves his "philosophy" is really of little impor-
tance to him~ After all, he has found a market in many 
"free thinking" modern individuals who can understand 
nothing unless it is clothed (with transparent cloth) in 
good old sex. For as little as seventy-five cents a month 
these people can soak in perversion and smut. In order t~ 
erase the feeling of inferiority and do something about the 
apparent _sexual failure of his audience, Hefner pretends to 
ta~e an. mtellectual a~pro.ach to his subject matter. By 
~omg thi_s, rea~ers ca~ JUStify their waste of time by claim-
~ng that It was m the lme of their intellectual duty. In each 
Issue, there can be found a perfect example of this: "What 
sort ?f _man reads Playboy?" According to Hefner, it is the 
sophisticate, the successful business man, or the "polished 
product of the War-baby boom." In creating thi"s · H f" . Image, 
e ner accomphsh:s two. purposes. First, he presents his 
world of sensual be~ngs with the fleshy subjects they thrive 
on. Se~ondly, he gives them an excuse for their perverted 
sensuality. 
And so pu~lisher Hefner will rave on; claiming that 
among other thmgs, 1,900,000 out of 3,000,000 male stu~­
de~ts read ( o~ at least stare at) his lusty pages every month 
_(Figures which are. undoubtedly reached through som~ 
Imperfect mathematical formula). And while H M H "ll 
undoubtedly fail to admit that the goal~ of rna · ·b · WI 
· h · . n go eyond 
expenence,. e Will one day realize the destruction of h · 
mundane kmgdom. IS 
EDITORS ........... ........ ............................... Thomas J Fay 
Mike Connelly, Steve Le~rned 
MANAGING EDITOR ....................... ..... Bernie Cremer 
BUSINESS EDITOR .................................... Gregory Long 
MODERATOR ...... ...... .................... Dr. John L. Gribben 
• The Paulist Father is a modern 
man in every sense of the word. He 
is a man of this age, cognizant of 
the needs of modern men. He is 
free from stifling formalism, is a 
pioneer in _using contemporary 
ways to achieve the conversion of 
100 million non-Catholic Amer-
icans. He is a missionary to his own 
people- the American people. He 
utilizes modern techniques to ful-
fill his mission, is encouraged to 
call upon his own innate talents to 
help further his dedicated goaL 
• If the vital spark of serving God 
through man has been ignited in 
you, why not pursue an investiga. 
tion of your life as a priest? The 
Paulist Fathers have developed an 
aptitude test for the modern man 
interested in devoting his life to 
God. This can be a vital instrument 
to help you make the most impor· 
tant decision of your life. Write for 
it today. 
NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR 
PAULIST FATHERS 
415 WEST 59th STREET 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 
Fre~nch 'Frat. 
PI DELTA PHI 
On November 22, 1964, Pi 
Delta Phi, the honorary French 
Fraternity held its first formal 
dinner in which seven new mem-
bers were initiated. The new mem-
·bers are Gerry Kaveny, Michael 
Connelly, John Hart, Lynn Albi, 
Dennis McCue, Richard Lande, 
and Michael Sise. Following the 
initiation ceremonies, M. ,Victor 
Gares, the French Consulate of 
Denver presented .two awards 
which are given by the French 
Government for American college 
students w.ho have obtained honors 
in the French language, and who 
have fostered the French culture. 
The two prizes were awarded to 
Michael Connelly and Gerry Ka-
veny. Following the ceremoney, 
dinner was held for the regular 
members of Pi Delta Phi as well 
as guests. M. Nicola was the guest 
speaker who pointed out the im· 
pact of the French language and 
culture on the· present world. 
T:he new officers for the 
1964-1965 school vear of Pi Delta 
Phi are as follows: President -
Richard Olaniyan, Vice-President-
Michael Connelly and Secretary -
Michael Veysey, Treasurer, GerrY 
Kaveny. 
M.C.V. 
BECK'S AUTO 
SERVICE 
Custom Work Our 
Specialty 
4949 Lowell Boulevard 
Denver, Colorado 80221 
·Engine & Body Insurance Work 
Standard Gas & Oil 
477-6770 
-
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A 'Loaf of Bread, ·· A Jug of Wine, etc. 
Three committees have been 
activily striving to overcome some 
of the more basic ideas of our 
New England forefathers on 
Regis's campus. Definite strides 
forward have been made and 
·concrete results are foreseable·. 
area schools. Over half of the par-
ents have sent back favorable re-
plies. The majority of the schools 
contacted have no hours. A ten-
tative system of checking out 
would be to have a card box con-
taining a separate card for each 
senior. Wthen leaving one would 
simply write on the card where 
he was going and when he ex-
pects to return. When returning 
he would sign in. Such a system 
. would allow the school to con-
tact the person in case of an 
emergency. By allowing those to 
leave the dorm who wanted to, 
an atmosphere more conducive to 
studying would be created. The 
adoption of this system would be 
an, enlighten and progressive step 
forward in upholding t;he ideals of 
a college offering a liberal edu-
cation. 
The Food Committee headed 
by Joe Barzantny has met with 
Saga. Saga has agreed to con-
sider any complaints registered 
and take the warranted action. 
As of date no complaints have 
been turned in. It is urged that 
you write your complaint on a 
piece of paper and give it to one 
of the members of the commit-
tee. If you would like clean sil-
verware and the Sunday snake 
line straightened, formally com-
plain. There is much belly aching 
· in the cafeteria. Take construc-
tive action to correct the situa-
tion. 
Steve Foehr 
BROWN AND GOLD 
LITTLE MAN ON®CAMPUS 
-
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Alpha Kappa Psi 
News 
For the Brothers of Alpha 
Kappa Psi, November was a very 
successful month. Things started 
with a bang Nov. 9th with the 
Presentation Ball. 
Congratulations are in order 
for our new members of the fra-
ternity: Roger Bartholomew 
Mike Bignaud, Mike Campbell' 
Bill Holden, Jim Howes, Joh~ 
Huston, Chuck Lindall, Greg 
Long, Mike Martin, Vic Martin 
Mike O'Donnell, Dave Roubik' 
Neil Rudolph, Marty Russell' 
Mike Sise, and Stu Stopak. ' 
Words from 'Liberals 
The Committee on ·Drinking 
behind the leadership of Jack 
Coyne has recently sent out 
letters to the twenty-nine Jesuit 
schools in the country. As of date, 
only Fordham has replied. Their 
regulations concerning drinking 
are similar to our present policy 
and they have no immediate plans 
to change them. The letter sent 
out states our policy, asks what 
their policy is, asks for advise on 
the problem and suggestions of a 
control system of drinking con-
cerning ·· minors. All drinking 
would be off-campus at some ac-
tivities. The up coming Junior-
Senior Prom is the imme'diate tar-
get. If a reasonable system of 
controls can be established, it is 
very possible this experiment will 
be tested at that dance. A sug-
gested control system would be to 
have the bar set up in a room 
separate from the dancing area. 
You would be checked at the 
door and could not take the drinks 
from the room. A list of those 
twenty-one-year-olds would be 
provided to insure against false 
!.D.'s A permanent committee 
on drinking would be established 
and it would set the policies of 
the control system. · It is hoped a 
new policy can be introduced 
within the semester. 
Chairman Bill Meurer of the 
No Hours for Seniors Committee 
has encouraging news. Letters 
have been sent to the parents of 
the eighty-four boarding seniors, 
plus to twenty-nine Jesuit and ten 
l/111 YEIIR'I -fiRIIDIJIITEI: INCENTIVE 
The Young Democrats are 
once again in action this year. 
A w>hile back elections were held 
for this year's officers. Those 
elected were Pete Rohan, Presi-
dent; Michael Martin, Vice Presi-
dent; Rodger Pomainville, Secre-
tary-Treasurer; and Michael Wi-
chita, Publicity Director. During 
the week preceeding the National 
Elections a campus-wide debate 
was held between the Young 
Democrats and the Young Republi-
cans with most enthusiast ic ad-
vocating form both sides. The de-
bate was moderated by Fr. Stan-
sell. After the debate students 
of Regis College greet~.d Hubert 
Humphrey at the airport. In a 
later meeting, projection of plans 
called for fulfillment of campus 
service activities by the Young 
Dems. 
SNEA :News 
On Wednesday night, October 
27th, the Regis College SNEA 
hosted a joint collegiate meeting 
of the regional campus chapters 
of t;he Student National Educa-
tion Association. Present were 
delegations from Denver Univer-
sity, Loretto Heights, Colorado 
Women's College, and Regis. The 
meeting, presided over by Regis' 
Keith Hassey, was called for the 
purpose of achieving a joint ex-
change of ideas and mutual prob-
lems. The participating sCJhools 
hope, that through such joint en-
deavors, they can better promote 
the interests of liberal arts stu-
dents in the field of teaching. 
SNEA exists for the purpose 
of aiding those students who are 
interested in the teaching pro-
fession as a vocation. The short-
age of competent teachers is be-
coming more and more noticeable 
eaCJh day, with the number of stu-
dents in secondary and college 
institutions mushrooming at an 
incredible pace. SNEA is helping 
to fill that void, both by prepar-
ing students already interested to 
be better able to meet the de-
mands of the modern educational 
world, and by interesting many 
others who have the potential but 
have never seriously considered 
teaching. 
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL: 
University of Denver: 
Jon S. Hellman, Finance 
Douglas F. Primavera, Law 
Steve Thalin, Business Adm. 
William Convery, Law 
John Rasmussen, Law 
Gary L. Polidori, Law 
Farrell E. Hupp, Business Adm. 
Robert B. Brisnehan, Account. 
· Michael _T. Crowley 
St. ~uis University 
Don Sowden, Philosophy 
Richard -Block, Marketing 
(Night Student) 
James Springer, Math 
Loyola University, Chicago 
James P. Koning, Dentistry 
James Torcivia, Psychology 
Patrick Moorhead ,Psychology 
James ·J. Hackett, Law 
Univel!'aity of Colorado 
John Bruckner, Medicine 
William Selenke, Medicine 
Thomas Giroux, Applied Math 
Leandro R. Jaramillo, Spanish 
Harvard University 
Herbert C .. Luebman, Law 
Creighton University 
James Hix, Dentistry 
Dough Cullan, Law 
University of Nebraska 
Michael L. Whaley, Eng. Lit. 
Lester W. Souba, Accounting 
Georgetown University 
'Michael M. Crowley, Law 
Charles Ghalberg, Law 
Tom Kelly, Law 
University of Wisconsin (MILW) 
Tom Kojis, Social Work 
Western Mich. University 
Thomas Conrad Psychology 
Dennis Brown, PsyCJhology 
W'he·r·e to~ Go~ 'When 'It Gets To.ugh 
Although everyone is beginning to feel the pressure 
of final examinations, a few breaks from the tedium of 
studying are certainly still in order. There is nothing like 
a few beers to calm a frazzled scholar. Shaky's Pizza Par-
lor, 190 St. Paul, is one of the more popular college pubs in 
Denver. Though the beer (Lucky Lager for $1.60 a pitcher) 
is only mediocre, the atmosphere created by the banjo and 
piano players · plus the usual availability of female com-
panionship may make it worthwhile. If you like to dance, 
the Galaxy, which is just east of Sheridan Blvd. at 4688 
W. Alameda, could be the place for you and your date. 
After you have worked up a' thirst "stomping" to the beat ' 
of their twist band, you'll find the beer is a $1.50 a pitcher. 
The C'over charge is $1.00 per person. If you're just looking 
for a few good beers, the Crimson and Gold Inn serves the 
best Coors in town for $1.25 a pitcher The C & G is located 
just off the Washington St. exit for Southbound Valley 
Highway traffic at 1201 S. Pearl. The Tap Inn, 4888 W. 
Colfax, sells good beer f·or $1.25 a pitcher. 
For anyone interested in excellent jazz improvisation, 
the Johnny Pisci Trio is highly recommended. They are 
playing at the Coffee House, 1670 Pennsylvania St., every 
Friday and Saturday night. Cover charge is $1.00 per per-
son. 
Northwestern University 
Joe Lane, Finance 
San Jose State or Univ. of Colo. 
Frank Malavar, Applied Math 
Colo. State University 
David Hazard, Psychology 
Kansas City College of Osteopathy 
& Surgery 
Kale C. Khoury, Jr., Medicine 
Mich. Tech. University 
Ray Schramm, Physics 
Louisiana St. Univ. 
John Doyle III, Comparative 
Literature 
University of Minnesota 
'l\homas Dieveney, Mortuary 
Science 
University o-f California 
T . . Michael Mulholland, Biology 
Marquette University 
Stephen Mokrohisky, Prep. 
for Med. School 
University of Wyoming 
Steve Leonard, American 
Studies 
University of Virginia 
Dean Stone, History 
New York University 
Martin Murphy, Biology 
To Teaching 
Samuel Johnson, 8th Grade 
Math, Adams City Jr. High 
Leo A. Casper, Jefferson 
County, Secrest Elementary 
Larry T. O'Hayre, Adams Co. 
(Colo.) Northglen, 4th Grade 
W. Burke MacDonald Broad-
view, Ill., 7th Grad~ 
Frank Messenger, Denver, 
4-5-6 subjects 
Tom Swanson, Cathedral High 
School, Psyc•hology, American 
History and World History 
To Service 
Robert L. Weskamp, Air Force, 
22nd Lt., Pilot 
Dennis Banner, Navy, OCS 
Michael Schulte, Navy, OCS 
(Aug. '64) 
William Whalen, Marines, 
2nd Lt. 
Ralph Morelli, Navy Ensign 
Richard Foland, Navy, (Oct. 
'64) 
Michael McLaughlin, Marines 
Joseph Cunning1ham, 2nd Lt. 
Marines 
William Thiede, Colo. Nat'l. 
Guard 
In Peace Corps _ 
Robert M. Wernet, stationed in 
Hilo, Hawaii for training 
Employed in Business 
C. Val Grant, U.S. Geological 
Survey, Denver Phys. 
Science Tech. ' 
Jim Pietig, Pepsi~Gola Bot-
tling Co., Carroll, Ia. 
George W. Wilson, Denver, 
Apprentice Contact Lens 
Tech. 
Jerry Dwyer, McDonnell Air-
craft, St. Louis, Engineer 
Carl E. Sullivan, Denver, Re-
tail Sales Mgr.; Firestone 
Greg Downey, Denver Staff Ac-
countant, Mercy Hospital · 
Rober tBurnson, Jr. Acct., Chi-
cago, Servicised Products 
Gorp. 
Mike Turley, Acct. Gas Dept., 
Shell Oil Company 
Jdhn Wallace Kirkby, Colo. 
Dept. of Highways, Engineer 
Tech. 
D. W. Klimbe, Denver, Book-
keeper, Woeber Auto Body 
& Mfg. Co. 
Welcome 
'Regis Men 
STATE 
·CL,E.A.NE.RS 
Singing goes better refreshed. 
And Coca-Cola- with that special zing 
but never too sweet -
refreshes best. 
things go 
b~~th CoKe 
TRACl·IIIAIU'Qlt 
Bottled under the authority of The Coca.Cola Company bya 
DENV,E:R COCA-COLA 180TliLING CO. 
I 
I 
I 
j 
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More from 'More' 
, Goals, Aims of Regis Challenged by St. Thomas More Society 
did, open-minded terms their in- i~ ~~e panacea? Personal respon. 
sight into scholastic lethargy from · s1b1hty at all costs. First the goals had to be de-
. termined. "'Why have we come to 
Regis?" was the question asked of 
· a core of Carroll Hall residents. 
Have these ends been attained by 
us as individuals in our years at 
Regis? If not, Wlhy? What can we 
as students do to ameliorate the 
· situation and bring it into clearer 
perspective for underclassmen? 
With these considerations in 
mind, it was decided that these 
real aims must be pursued by 
means of an academic organ if 
anything efficacious was to flow 
from the effort. The moribund 
pre-law society surnamed the St. 
Thomas More Society was selected 
for rejuvenation and redirection 
· with the idea in mind that St. 
Thomas More was not only an 
astute, well-educated Catholic law-
'yer but more important a well-
rounded man culturally and social-
ly. It was thought that St. Thomas 
More would be a true prototype 
for those students at Regis who 
have set out to assert their inter-
est in Regis College by personal 
initiative and responsibility in 
every possible area. And that has 
been the whole point of the at-
tempt to revitalize the St. Thomas 
More Society-it does no good to 
moan and groan that something is 
' wrong at Regis. If something is 
wrong let's see what can be done 
: a8 ·mature, responsible students to 
ameliarate the situation. Let's 
' channel our efforts and observa-
tions to see what we can do to 
make Regis a better academic in-
stitution . 
The scene was set, the 
selected students were present and 
the 'rumblings were initiated. Are 
we, the students at Regis College, 
a helpless group of petty bourge-
ous, forever condemned as dere-
licts in a sterile intellectual en-
vironment, or •are we really cap-
able of transcending the crass, in-
ane condemnations of the student 
stereotypes at Regis? •Can we 
rise above the mass of hopeless-
ly satisfied humanity at Regis to 
give and to receive from one an-
other the insight and erudition in 
every area of human living which 
will be needed if eaoh one of us 
is to ope.rate as a vital member 
of the society in which we live'? 
Only by this receprocity of goal-
directed thought and action can 
the "responsible" students at 
Regis enable their light to shine 
forth and exhilarating, youthful 
waters to seep not only into class-
room work but also into our fellow 
students who have fallen into the 
stupor of disinterest and apathy. 
The initial undertaking of the 
St. Thomas More Society on Nov. 
16th was to invite Mr. Vasilios 
Priakos of KFML Radio to offer 
his insights into the present trends 
in "Art and Living." Mr. Priakos, 
a very delightful and energetic 
proponent of a more human so-
ciety, suggested that the cultured 
man must seek to know himself 
and his aims in life before he can 
:JmpressiDns frDm 'MDre' SDciety 
effectively bring others to a real-
ization of theneed for wisdom 
and culture. His must be an: inter-
pel:'sonal search for trutl;l and 
meaning. Further, the cultured 
man must speak forth ideas which 
flow from thought rather than 
words which flow from feelings. 
To speak in hackneyed expressions 
such as the "status quo" or "in-
tellectual apathy" means nothing 
unless there is a thought to back 
them up. Truly, he noted, such a 
term as the "status quo" repre-
sents a "plush, well trimmed pink 
poodle collared in a diamond stud-
ded necklace." It's a worthless, 
wealth-centered luxury demand-
ing constant care and attention, 
yet returning nothing for the ex-
penditure of energy. Certainly, 
said Mr. Priakos, it's a reality, but 
it is also good to know just what 
we're talking about. Later in the 
evening, Mr. Priakos provided 
scintillating conversation from a 
wide variety of human experience 
for those who were interested in 
pursuing the subject further. And 
he lauded the efforts of Regis stu-
dents in confronting and under-
taking such a prodigious task as 
the revitalization of culture on the 
college campus (presupposing of 
course that there ever was some) . 
On Tuesday, November 20, a 
further step was taken to get to 
the radix of the student lack of 
initiative at Regis. A faculty 
panel of three priests and one lay 
instructor faced the St. Thomas 
More Society and offered in can-
ENGLISH: "TO BE OR NOT TO BE" 
For some time now, there has 
• been a general nod of approval 
around this campus that the Eng-
' lish Department remains one of 
1 the best divisions in the college. 
' However, rather than lose our 
. heads and blindly assent to this 
proposition, there should: be an 
analysis of the "prose and poetry" 
men . to see if the above statement 
is true or false. 
.. However, behind every de-
partment, there must be students. 
So then, I think it would be wise 
to look briefly at the English 
major before I look under the 
carpets of the department itself. 
The English major (at least the 
one produced by Regis) can gen-
erally be thoug>ht of as the type 
of person who does not like the 
strict discipline of the sciences. 
V eblin's writings send him into a 
state of shock; and the boredom 
of business will often drive him 
to drink. There being no other 
outlet, the undisciplined and free 
thh.1king student turns himself to 
literature- in hopes of finding 
peace of mind. 
With these generalities given, 
let us now look to the depart-
ment itself in an attempt to dis-
cover what the English major 
(notice_ that I did not necessarily 
imply ~tudent) finds waiting for 
Speech: Need 
Within the past few years, 
interest has increased at Regis 
in the area of Speech and Drama. 
This change i!:l apparent from the 
courses now offered. Courses pro-
vide an opportunity for the in-
terested student to participate 
in every major aspect of speech. 
The past department head 
achieved much more than adding 
courses to the catalog; he con-. 
ceived the idea of a theatre on 
the Regis campus. This idea de-
manded imagination and patience. 
The physical layout at Regis pre-
vented the construction of any 
permanent proscenium stage. The 
solution to this problem was to 
develop an arena theatre. This 
solution proved less expensive 
than leasing 'a theatre as had been 
done in the past. The work of the 
director increased in this new 
arrangement. He could consider 
only those plays adaptable to 
arena staging. At the. same time, 
arena staging opened the door 
to new ideas in theatre at Regis. 
In two· years Regis built a reputa-
tion for offering a variety of 
plays in a new style. 
· The · Regis ·College Arena 
Theatre has given strong public-
him. In his attempt to escape 
the scientific method, our poor 
hero finds himself confronted with 
a number of courses which must 
be taken before he will receive 
his personally stamped parch-
ment. Of the requirements, there 
is present American Literature, 
volumes I and II, which, by the 
general consensus of opinion, 
ranks •high on the list "courses I 
most like to forget." T.he reason 
for this could be the fact that 
students who have attempted to 
escape the word by word analy-
sis of science have found it again 
in the comma by comma "study" 
which is now presented. 
While the student battles !1is 
will and forges ahead, he is met 
by still another discipline, which 
was put into effect to produce a 
more exact amount of co-oper-
ation among faulty readers. 
Courses can be interesting, but 
the degree to which they excite 
the student depends much on the 
method adapted by the instructor. 
And, two of the present methods 
exercised by the English Depart-
ment subtract rather than add in-
centive to students. ("On page 
363, second column, paragraph 4, 
line three-yes, I did read it!") 
Supposing that these diffi-
culties can be overcome (and 
for Expansion 
ity to Regis. Both the students 
and Denver patrons have looked 
forward to Regis productions each 
year. Much concern arose among 
the students this _ semester about 
the failure of the Speech depart-
ment to produce a play for this 
semester. Many reasons pre-
vented the. presentation of the 
proposed play, The Hasty Heart. 
Two of these reasons stood above 
the rest; many considered the 
play a poor choice, and those stu-
dents willing to participate were 
frustrated by the vacillation of 
the director. 
Other problems prevail in the 
department. The Speech depart-
ment has always been short-
handed. Ideally, Regis needs 
three full time men; one in speech 
and debate, one in theatre for di-
re.cting, and one in theatre for 
technical supervising. Even two 
full time specialized men would 
increase the possibilities for the 
college. Regis needs instructors 
who will continue to build its 
reputation for new ideas and ex-
cellent plays. The Speech depart-
ment has been developing over the 
past few . years; now, which way 
will it go? 
with three Ph.D's and a fourth · 
in the hanger, I do not see why 
it can't), the aspiring and per-
spiring English major is met by 
another big black shoe. Out of a 
total of 17 courses offered in the 
day school, by the Department, 
the.re are only three upper divi-
sion courses available to our hero. 
Furthermore, one of these is by 
the permission of the instructor 
only, and another is required and 
offered once every year: This 
leaves the senior English . major 
with one course. And what hap-
pens if he does not happen to 
like poetry-or more specifically 
Hopkins? Well, there is always 
"Rocks," "Cowboys and Indians," 
etc., to pacify his intellectual de-
mands. 
Up to this point, nothing nice 
has been said about the Depart-
ment. Far be it from me to be 
all bitter and no sweet. I do 
believe that the English Depart-
ment is the best department in 
the school; however, if it is to 
remain so ,there should be a seri-
ous evaluation of some of the 
teaching methods presently used; 
more courses will have to be of-
fered; and all instructors should 
be given an opportunity to teach 
upper division work and not left 
to chew his bone in the depart-
ment dog house. 
CLASSICS 
When we rave about the lack 
of culture on the Regis campus, 
we overlook its one viable vestige 
in the curriculum at the present 
time - the classics. By the clas-
sics, I don't mean the modern and 
well acclaimed novels but the 
ancient Roman and 'Hellenistic 
writings which antedate all litera-
ture and learning with an in-
fluence that we forget to recog-
nize. Students shun these Roman 
and Greek legacies as difficult 
·and useless, yet it would seem the 
liberally educated man must in-
>estigate the entire field of know-
ledge and especially its ancient 
beginnings. 
The classic influence perme-
ates an immense amount of our 
other studies. They have become 
the foundation of literature with 
their store of mythology and 
stately themes. They communicate 
these to us through both prose 
and poetry and form the basis of 
languages that have separated and 
developed to the tongues of to-
Continued p. S 
the ~acuity point of view. The dis- Beyond the insights set 
cusswn proved to be far from a by the faculty pan 1 th forth 
'd d t' f · · Th e ' e St one-s1 e asser Ion o ep1mon. e Thomas More Society · 1 k' · faculty granted that student leth- forward to several equal~~ 00 Ing 
argy is a 50-50 student-faculty ative programs before th/trovo~-
·t· Th I . f . . ermi-proposi wn. · e so e genesis o natwn of the first semester 0 
th eproblein cannot be placed sole- December 1, a representativ~ 0~ ly on the shoulders of the stu- Gano-Down's Men's Shop pre-
dents; . nor can the faculty make sented the current views in the 
any headway without student in- "Art of Dress" for the college 
itiative. The faculty framed the man. On December 15, the St 
Regis dilemma in this way: Can Thomas More Society hosted ~ 
. any student imagine the outcome member of the English depart-
of a student request to the aca- ment of Gonzaga University, ~ho 
demic dean for more stringent de- discussed the "Anatomy of Crit. 
mands in their ·areas of concen- icism" and who dissected the 
tration. Rephrased thus: What controversial points of the great 
would happen if students de- body of literature. On December 
manded that their professors put 20, it is hoped that the Music 
forth more in the classroom, if d~partment at Denver University 
they challenged the professor for Will present a concert here on 
precision and clarity in his lee- campus. During the second sem-
ture, if the student offered his ester, it is hoped that student 
frank opinien about the matter response to such academic pro-
and ~nd presentation of co.u~e grams as the preceeding will 
matenal to the professor. As 1t IS, flower into .a more meaningful 
the faculty, in general, has more pattern of growth. 
or less reached an impasse be-
cause the intellectual muscles of 
Regis students are too flaccid and 
distorte-d by peer group norms to 
be capable of any prolific asser-
tions. Somehow the Regis stu.dent 
must learn to creep from beneath 
his shell of lethargy and insoci-
ance in order to- assume the bur-
dens of hig1her achievement which 
a liberally educated man is natur-
ally expected to shoulder. What 
On the more practical level, 
the members of the Society have 
sought some remedy to unwhole-
some attitudes and have set forth 
som ereflections in the following 
passages. It is the sincere hope of 
all ·the members of the Society 
that the evaluations in the fol-
lowing a:.:ticles will be weighed 
and considered carefully by each 
man at Regis College. 
I ACCOUNTING-- NEWMANESQUE I 
Accounting is defined by the ant must appreciate general busi-
Ame:ican Institute• of Certified ness and management philosophy. 
Public Accountants as follows: It is imperative that the student 
Accounting is the art of have an awareness of good busi-
recording, classifying, and ness policies and philosophy. 
summarizing ... transactions The educational program for 
and events which are, in part aspiring accountants or con-
at least, of a financial char- trollers is definitely future orient-
acter, and interpreting the ed. T•he knowledge acquired by 
results thereof. the study of accounting is meant 
Here we have the objective to be utilized. The liberal ideal 
to be pursued by the Accounting of Cardinal Newman in educa-
Department at Regis stated by the tiona! philosophy is not entirely 
regulating national professional lacking or lost however. The study 
organization. It is the goal of of accounting leads the student 
the department to equip the grad- to a greater realization and ap-
uating senior with sufficient ac- preciation for his social environ-
counting knowledge and ability to ment and the operation of human 
fulfill the demands of the defini- resources. in it. Also the analytic 
tion . . Since accounting is regarded mind is further perfected by the 
as an art, the program stresses logi cdemanded by accounting. 
principles and application to the The degree to which Regis, 
business milieu rather than spec- faculty as well as students, fulfi!ls 
ialized methods. the aims of its Accounting De-
First of all the false identi- partment can be measured by two 
fication of accountant as book- criteria: The success of the grad-
keeper must be severed. A know- uates on entering the profession 
ledge of bookkeeping is necessary and a comparison of the program 
for the recording phase of ac- to that suggested by the A.I.C. 
counting just as logic is impor- P.A. On these criteria Regis scor~s 
tant to the philosopher or math to quite commendably and the 
the physicist. Computers are faculty deserving recognition, can 
rapidly altering this phase of ac- be proud of their performance. 
counting. Students master this The fact that the department is 
language of accounting in the in- not sufficiently large to permit 
troductory course and utilize it specialization or research does not 
from then on. discredit it. In fact for the 
The primary function of the liberally educated weii rounded 
professional accountant involves man, this fact may be a definite 
the interpretive aspect of ac- asset. 
counting. Analyzing and under-
standing a situation prepares the 
accountant to register an opinion 
or offer advise. His must be the 
duty to interpret the reality of the 
financial data. Because the prac-
tical world of business enterprise 
grows in complexity, the profes-
sion is ever enlarging and increas-
ing in stature. Thus a broad back-
ground of theory and principles 
upon which to build later exper-
ience commands the attention of 
the student. As Regis this in-
cludes industrial cost accounting, 
and governmental accounting as 
well as the general principles 
covered in the intermediate and 
advanced courses;· 
Due to the importance and 
magnitude of the. tax problem in 
economics social living, a basic 
understanding of tax accounting 
and tax law is essential to the 
practicing accountant. His posi-
tion of advisor in these matters 
necessitates a thorough study of 
the . area: ~he• tax accounting 
currrcular gives him the guid-
lines to further his study. 
Finally as a professional con-
sultant as well as critical judge 
of business activity the account-
Full Coverage 
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PSYCHOLOGY -- A CHALLENGE 
It seems quite safe to pre-
dict that future historians will 
describe our times as a period 
during which one of man's great-
est intellectual revolutions oc-
curred. So rapid have been. the 
amazing developments in science 
and technology that we •have c-ome 
to accept the pace as if it had 
always been like this and always 
would be. Yet as recently as the 
1930's pioneers even in the natural 
sciences were hard pressed for 
support of their work; Progress 
was relatively slow, and society 
appeared to be apathetic to the 
beneficial contributions that new 
discoveries could make to human 
welfare. 
This attitude prevalent in 
the 1930's ·seems to have pro-
duced progeny which are extant 
here . and now at Regis ·College 
concerning the psychology depart-
ment. Many would contend that 
psychology is such an infant 
science, if it is a science at all, 
that it is really impossible or, at 
any rate, improbable that any sub-
stantial insight can ·be gained 
from the ruminations of the psy-
chologist. Among the more scien-
tifically inclined students, there 
is a popular contention that psy-
chology borders on absurdity since 
its procedures and conclusions 
cannot be scrutinized under labor-
atory conditions to test thejr va-
lidity. But do these assertions 
hold any water? 
It is the outspoken opinion 
of this author that they do not! 
For as we look into every area 
of human achievement whether it 
be the physical sciences and en• 
gineering technologies or the 
more subtle aesthetic arts, cen-
tral to all these studies has been 
man himself-his curiosities and 
interests, his creativity and im-
agination, his skill in problem 
solving and . decision making, . his 
likes and dislikes, his successes 
and disappointments. It is not 
surprising that the very accom-
plishments of men during these 
past years have led him to ask 
more searching questions · about 
himself and to look more and 
more carefully at the characteris-
tics of his own behavior, both as 
an individual and as a member 
of society. What are his capabili-
ties and lhnitaitons? What factors 
affect his abilities and the way 
in which they are put to work? 
The central importance of ques-
tions of this kind has be.en recog-
nized more clearly than ever be-
fore. The result, of course, has 
been an unprecedented burst of 
research and development. in those 
areas of study which have come 
to be called the behavioral 
sciences of which psychology has 
been particularly favored. 
Basic to the rapid develop-
ment of modern psychology has 
been its use of scientific meth-
ods in studying empirically the 
behavior of living organisms. The 
search has been both for regulari-
ties in behavior which can 
~ventually be stated as general 
principles and for sources of in-
dividuality which is as much a 
characteristic of each particular 
form of behavior as it is of each 
physical structure or biochemical 
system. The search is constantly 
being aided by the development 
of new techniques and concepts 
within psychology as well as by 
advances in other · sciences that 
can be applied to the study of 
behavior. Such developments 
keep opening up new areas of 
research and enable new progress 
to be made in more traditional 
areas by creating further ave-
nues of exploration. 
·In order to experience the 
excitement and challenge of a 
rapidly developing science at first 
hand, those who are being intro-
duced to psychology should have 
opportunities to examine at least 
some of its frontiers in depth, in 
~ddition to surveying the subject 
In breadth. 
For students at Regis, this is 
~ost certainly a possibility, pro-
Vided the student be willing to 
exert himself to acquire the 
necessary knowledge. For the 
psychology department is certain-
ly not lacking in available im-
petus to the student of both the 
developmental and the experi-
mental levels. After gaining the 
rudim~ntary · knowledge, the stu-
dent IS left free in a vast sea 
of possibility. For psyCJhology is 
n~w developing both as a natural 
sc.Ience and as a social science, 
With so~e differences in the basic 
assumptions underlying both. 
A further problem is the di-
vo:ce of modern psychology from 
ph!losophy. But just in reflecting 
?riefir upon the approach of ex-
Istential phenomenology and _ 
cho I · · · psy ana ys1s m their approaches to 
man, ~e mig~t well marvel at the 
way m which opposites touch 
each other in many respects. For 
psychoanalysis begins its argu 
mentation practically where exis= 
tentialism leaves man alone with-
out any sympathy and with seri-
ous warning to live ·his existence 
-nal?ely, to bear his innermost 
conflicts. It may prove to be a 
strange marriage in coming years 
as we see the gap between exis-
tentialism and psychology grad-
ually narrowing. The challenge is 
there; what is left for us is the 
conformity of attitude and action. Regis Students Prepare 
I LANGUAGES; MEMORIZE OR SPEAK I 
How many of yo~ have read a vocabulary, but has no instru-
;e II ca_talogue of Reg1s College? ment to organize the cards into 
e. , If you. have. pondered over proficiency in the spoken Ian-
V:=triOus sections m your spare guage. He has had no practice 
time, you mig.ht have n~ticed the and thus, is not fulfilling th~ 
mode~ language section, and fourth, and most important point. 
you m1ght have . read this: If t · 1 
"The . d 1 cer am anguages are courses m mo em an- termed "modern " they m t b g~ages are designed to at- taught by a modern . meth ~s The 
tam the f~llowing objectives: aim of this modern me~h~d i: 
1. A; :eadmg kn?wledge suf- not translation. It has been said 
f1c!ent to fulfill college re- and it will continue to "d th t' qu1rements . . sal a , 
2
. Accu a · f . m mastermg a language, the vo-
writt~nc~ndo or~xp:~:~~o~ cabulary is, and must. always be 
intensive drill i ' th 1 g- ~econdary to the handling of var-
guage 
1 
b t n e an 1~us phrases and sentences. Memo-
a~ A kn :dora orJ" . r1zed words are without meaning 
. ow e ge an apprec1a- unless one can use them To learn 
bon oi the cultural back- long lists of words is to encum-
ground of the language. b th · d "th · 4. FACILITY IN SPEAKING .er e mm. WI unorgamzed, 
THE LANGUAG , lifeless material. 
E. L t "l"f " b Everyone at Regis has a Ian- e. . 1 e e put back into 
-guage requirement to. fulfill, and these hvmg langua_ges. Any tr~e 
everyone fulfills it. He may do mode:n language mstructor w1ll 
this by credits or grades alone, certamly_ agree .. t~at teachin?" to 
having neither "facility in·· speak- speak, With a m1~1m~m o_f wntten 
ing the language," nor · "accuracy wor~ and memori_zatwn IS the es-
of expression." How many stu- sent~a~ key .opemng the door to 
dents may be found at Regis who profic.Iency m the lang~~ge. Vis• 
partially fulfill the above require- ual. ~1d, f_requent repet1t1on, and 
ments? Few, if any, it would a .livmg dialogue between teacher 
seem. ~nd student are most necessary 
Why is this so? In ·the mo- If the four requirements are to 
dern language department of be fulfilled. 
Regis, too much emphasis is put And, from the practical side 
upon translation, and real, living of the question, why should stu-
expression is absent. The Regis dents pay to be taught how to 
student can translate well and memorize a modern language? 
perhaps read well, but he c'annot They can do this on their very 
speak the language. During his own by procuring a "language-
required courses, he !has memo- made-easy" course, accompanied 
rized verb forms, nouns, genders by a few records. 
adverbs, adjectives, etc. He h~ "To memorize or to speak: 
a mind of IBM cards constituting this is the question!" 
A "MOUTHFUL" QUESTIONED 
"If you plan to major in 
English, don't pass up a Boyle 
course in Shakespeare." Where 
the hell is that unscrupulous 
character who left those never-
dying words in my ear? Honestly! 
Some people's kids! Here I sit, 
trying, in Good Father Teeling's 
words, to take my genius out for 
a canter. I'll have to saddle the 
defiant bastard up first! 
It wasn't until last Septem-
ber that we first worked him into 
the meadows of Shakespeare, 
which a multitude of times before 
he had merely tripped through. 
You know, this love bit in 
Genius' mouth gets to be a true 
MOUTHFUL at times, but he"s 
finally getting used to the idea. 
You see, before, he never really 
had it between his teeth. As a 
poor consequence, the unruiy 
rascal was "trained" to just take 
off in any old direction he damn 
well pleased. Pretty soon, now, 
we'll be able to take the blinders 
off him so we can give him a 
true look at the things around 
him which we so freely call 
reality. One day we took them 
off for a trial spin around the 
pasture (when we took the poem 
Down, Wanton, Down), and it 
was surely evident that lhe 
wasn't ready for a complete look 
yet. . He kicked and bucked a 
little; but when we put the blind-
ers back on-so he ·could look at 
only what we wanted him to-
he cooled down an4 took the 
"right" path. We've also noticed 
that in the classroom rodeo he 
gets a little nervous, and falters. 
If our No. 1 wrangler, Boyle 
can discipline him a mite more' 
he'll turn out to be the stalwatt 
stallion they've bred him to be. 
His sire, a Norwegian stud, ranks 
in the top class of brilliant blue 
ribbon winners. 
Once the bit is firmly in 
place, and the blinders are cast 
away, Genius will be ready for a 
further journey, a longer jaunt in 
the -meadows and fields of Shake-
speare. Perhaps we can take him 
on a two-day trip to "All's Well 
That Ends Well" or even to that 
tragic "Antony and Cleopatra." 
A few canters in the bosky groves 
of the poems, not too far away, 
would sooth his battered hooves. 
Best get him bedded down for 
the night, now. Don't want to 
lather .him up. Like Macbeth's am-
bition, he has a slight tendency 
to "o'erleap." 
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To Meet with Faculty 
Classics, Continued 
day. The classics therefore en-
deavor to familiarize us wit,h the 
origin on the fabric of civiliza-
tion and equip us to recognize 
and appreciate their timeless ef-
fect on happenings of today. · 
However, the classics should 
not be thought of as merely ref-
erence courses that enabe us to 
trace the etymology of words and 
ideas. Its proper place coincides 
with that of the other humanities 
- the experience of life and of 
the thoughts of people and thus 
to grow himself. We learn from 
others by their experience and 
communication · of ideas and con-
cepts that mature the social ani-
mal, man. The ancient authors 
refle-ct their views of the reality 
of life itself. Many aspects of 
these views are partially incul-
cated into our Christian and social 
codes of today. 
Our classics department must 
depend on the enthusiasm of the 
students and teachers for its 
worth. Its students remain too 
few, the teacher handicapped by 
this small participation which 
produces a very limited insight 
into the writings. The fault of this 
lack falls heavily on the other in-
structor's of the ·College, who 
themselves give only nodding af-
firmation when the effects of the 
classics aer extolled. Their sug-
gestions in the matter of electives 
remain very pragmatic and the 
two ancient studies never seem 
to enter advising sessions, as 
though they were foreign matter 
outside the almighty field of con-
centration. I propose that perhaps 
we J>hould make some form of the 
classics a requirement, especially 
since many students come to Regis 
with a two to four year back-
ground from ihigh school. We 
needn't push it to the extent of 
alienation, but recognize with due 
justice this basic asset of the 
liberal education. 
The ancient writings should 
be studied with more attention to 
the unity, meaning, and theme 
rather than completely absorbing 
and regimenting oneself to gram-
mar and techniques of construc-
tion~ One should admire and grasp 
the method, but must chiefly ob-
tain the experience from the idea 
the author imparts. Therefore I 
believe the seminar format of 
teaching would yield a comfor-
table yet scholarly atmosphere 
for drawing forth more diverse 
opinions. 
The classics require interest 
and a personal involvement to ob-
tain even a partial familiarity with 
the ancient writings; but their 
mere existence must be communi-
cated and fostered by the teachers 
who should recognize them as an 
essential part of the liberal arts 
curriculum. 
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PHILOSOPHY: 
Objective or 
Subjective 
. It is easy enough to say make 
philosophy practical, but how do 
we go about making "practicality'' 
a reality? I believe that we can 
achieve our goal by our approach 
to the subject. Let's stop using 
a dull, dry and I might add me-
morization met•hod of study. Let's 
use an approach that is stimula-
ting, provactive, and most im-
portant of all, personal. 
In order to make a construc-
tive critisism of our philosophy 
program, I have asked a few mem-
bers of the Regis College Faculty 
and the Student body the follow-
ing question; 
How do you feel concerning 
the va!ue of approaching the s'udy 
of philosophy from a Subjective 
standpoint a sopposed to the Ob-
jective Method? 
Here are their replys; 
Fr. Klocker: Chairman, Philosophy 
Department. 
There are a plurality of meth-
ods whioh can be used. The His-
torical, Phen'ominoligist and Ex-
istentialist, Systematic Vs th(' 
Problem approach. At Regis we 
have use mostly the Systematic 
with emphasis on the ProblE'm and 
Historical. We are now using the 
Existential apporach. Any method 
is valid if the students react fa-
vorably to it. 
We must remember that man 
is the focal point and therefore 
we should stay with him and have 
more interest. You will often end 
up in the same place. Find out 
about God and Man and make 
philosophy more per;onal. 
Philosophy should form a 
habit of mind in the student. The 
Phenominological approach will do 
it., so too will the problem method. 
However, you are condemed to 
experience. This must be then, a 
gradual metaphysical approach. 
Approach Phenominology through 
a metaphysical method. 
"We· must develop an atti-
tude. If one method does this then 
it would be silly not to u~e it. 
Keep the student abreast of con-
temporary Philosophy and make 
.him recognize that truths from 
th~ past can be meaningfully ap-
plied to the present. 
Sr. Cecilia; Philosophy Instructor. 
I would want to be clear on 
what is meant by Subjective and 
Objective. By Subjective approach 
we do not mean relativistic ap-
proach. In the History of Philo-
sophy these two words seem to be 
used coterminously. Subjectivity 
and Phenominology means the 
whole man's envolvement in a 
situation - a subjects' concern 
with this concrete instance in his 
?wn life .. But a Subject is always 
n~volved with a given object. In 
'h1s encounter with this object the 
Phenominologist can speak of ob-
jectivity. Objectivity in the past 
has been identified,.with a system. 
In my experience the subject has 
been identified with a system. He 
has been relegated to the status 
of an object which has been ana-
lyze a chemical compound. It is 
this view of Philosophy that stu-
dents have conveyed to me. The 
Systematic approach does not seem 
to offer them the relavancy that 
they expect of a Philosophy 
course. 
With this in mind, I did some 
serious reflection on my teachin"' 
of philosophy at Regis College. i 
felt that the Existential or Phe-
nominological approach would be 
more meaningful. To implement 
this thinking I knew that Philo-
sophy must be a part "OF" the 
student,and not apart "FROM" 
the student. I knew the student 
must be personally involved in the 
philosophical discussions. This is 
why I have initiated the diologue 
rather than the lecture method. 
In _conclusion, I would say, 
that I did not break with my old 
method of teaching philosophy 
without a good amount of un-
certainty and trepidation. How-
ever, I did feel and feel now with 
even greater conviction that a 
change was necessary if philo-
sophy was to be relavent on a mo-
dern 20th century campus. I do 
not regret having initiated this 
new approach. Conversations with 
my students have indicated be-
yond a doubt, that philo~ophy 
can be stimulating and provaca-
tive to those students interested 
in probing the deeper realities. 
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Basketball Te.am from left to right, first row: Jerry DeCounsey, Tony Reed, Chris Kostiuk, Tom Hoidal, Steve 
Fraiyer, Frank Moore. Second row: Jay Coakley, John Bennett, Jerry Taliafeno, Dan Chavez, Roger Harris. Third 
row: Coach Pahl, Dan Sudeikus, Joe Kavervy, John Rapp, Jim Mestl, Bill Trainor, Assistant Coach, Flannagan. 
Early Defeats. Show 'Inexperience 
'Bu·t Hust·le· Pr·omises Victories 
The Colorado State College 
"Bears" mauled Regis College in 
the Regis opener at Greeley. 
·Coach Pahl tried desperately to 
find the winning combination all 
night, but the Rangers still floun-
dered 102-53. Reed, Harris and 
Rapp all scored in double figures 
(with 10 points apiece), with 
Coakley chipping in another eight. 
Tthe Ranger offence still failed to 
click effectively against the 
"Bears." 
Regis vs. Carroll College 
The home opener showed the 
Rangers come back to a substan-
tial 81-44 victory over Carrol Col-
lege. The weary "Saints" hit an 
icy 31%, while the Rangers hit a 
hot 51% on their home floor. The 
new Ranger ball hawking defence 
and controlled shooting worker ef-
fectively against Carrol the entire 
evening. ·The Rangers' spirit was 
not dampened by the meager turn-
out of both students and fans (at-
tendance 500). 
Jon Rapp• was high point man 
(27 points), while Jay Coakley 
came through with 24. Displaying 
a forceful scoring punch for the 
Range.rs. With 6 :44 left in the 
game, 'Rapp injured his ankle on 
a driving layup. It seemed as if 
Coach Pahl had found his winning 
combination in the five returning 
lettermen. 
Regis vs. Oklahoma 
The Oklahoma "Cowboys" 
who were upset by the Regis five 
last year, lynched the Rangers at 
Stillwater O.S.U., using two co.,-
plete teams, toyed with the cold 
Rangres who hit only 24.5% from 
the field. Jay Coakley provided 
· the only scoring punch for Regis 
with 13 points. The loss left Regis 
with a 1-2 mark. 
The five returning lettermen, 
backed by the inexperienced fre~h­
men, leaves the Regis bench lack-
ing in depth. The future depend3 
on how well the freshmen ma-
terialize in future games. 
Phil McNally 
Chip Chapdelaine 
John Miazger 
SIJCCE/1 TEAM: 
TR/81JTE TIJ REG/~ · 
Two weeks ago a small deter-
mined group of Regis compeditors 
- the unheralded Ranger Soccer 
team - completed its season with 
a loss of 5 to 1 against Colorado 
State University. The Rangers dis-
appointingly won only one of their 
ten scheduled league games this 
year. The teams they encountered 
were comprized mostly of Euro-
pean students trained long in the 
soccer tradition of their own couu-
tries. Yet the sheer daring and 
pursuit of the Rangers struggled 
heroicly but to no avail against 
their talented opponents. Dennis 
Bankowski fouwht fiercely with 
three broken ribs in the last two 
games. Rafael Toruno limped his 
way through the entire season 
with leg injuries. T:he incredible 
team effort under Coach Meta 
Andel so impressed G. K. Guennel, 
President of the Rocky Mountain 
Inner Soccer League, that he 
wrote to Coach Pahl: "Accord-
ing to the referee's report, the 
Regis team never gave up. They 
tried and hustled until uhe final 
whistle. To me this means more 
than running up a score ... these 
boys are bound to survive and 
victory will unquestionably come. '' 
John S. Gunnison and Karl Malden at "Cheyenne Autumn" Press Premiere. Karl Malden will Teach the Acting 
Course at Regis for 3 weeks next semester, according to Mr. Gunnison. 
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FASHIONS 
by 0. E. SCHOEFFLER, 
ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director 
Now it's time to make the suiting scene-and we've got news for 
you! Not as far as styling's concerned-your natural shoulder suit 
with its plain, pleatless trousers is very much among those present I 
But if you've a new suit on your agenda, "The Three B's" are 
well worth investigating. They're thr~e new suitings you'll be 
seeing on and off campus - Brigade Twill, Basketweave and 
. herring 'Bone. Let's take an in-depth look at them. 
THE LIGHT BRIGADE RIDES AGAIN 
in light, natural tones of Brigade and 
Cavalry Twill. These hard-weari.ng, 
smooth-finish fabrics can take an amaz-
ing amount of punishment without losing 
their shape. You'll find them in crisply 
tailored traditional suits, many with wide 
welt seaming as an added refinement. 
BANK ON BASKETWEAVE, a fabric 
newly revived for suits, sport jackets and 
slacks. It's a somewhat smaller, tighter 
version than before, with a fine-grained 
"look of the hopsack." Camel color comes 
on strong in Basketweaves, as do .muted 
heather mixtures. 
BONES ARE THE BACKBONEofthecol-
lege man's wardrobe - a favorite and 
fashion-wise choice. The small, classie 
herringbone weave is particularly popu-
lar_in black-and-white or black-and-gray 
combinations, but don't overlook the 
.more unusual 'Bones-in blue, perhaps, 
with a touch of green. 
THE BOLDER THE BETTER is the an-
swer, when it's a question of accessories! 
Stronger, more colorful stripes and checks 
identify this season's shirts. The range 
runs from a conservative choice like wide 
gray and tan striping on white oxford to 
narrow, bright-red stripes for more ad-
venturous types - and checks run the 
gamut from pinchecks to ginghams to 
Tattersalls. Even the perennial oxford 
shirting gains new power by combining 
two and three colors in"the weave, as do 
the newer twill and herringbone weaves • 
• • • AND BOLDER AND BOLDER. rn ties, 
regimentals and diagonal stripes are 
brighter, broader and spaced farther 
apart. Figures on foulard and challis 
ties are classic in design - but they're 
bigger, brighter-bolder I Even belts take 
on ''The Bold Look,'' with big, burnished 
brass buckles on highly polished leather. 
HI.GH RISERS RISE TO THE OCCASION-which can mean any 
occasion that doesn't call for white wool sweat socks! Certainly 
these over-the-calf socks beiong with a suit-their sleek good looks 
insure the trim appearance that complements tailored ·apparel, 
and there's no unseemly exposure of hairy shin when you sit down! 
Solid colors in dark shades coordinated to your suit can be foWld 
in rib-knit cotton and polyester blendS". 
THE WING-AROUND GETS AROUND 
....:.Snd so will you, in this new shoe with a 
wing-tip that doesn't know when to quit! 
In.stead of going to ground at the instep, 
it "wings" clear around the body of the 
shoe for a streamlined look, balanced by 
a hefty-looking extended sole. T~e 
"Wing-Around" comes in black and the 
newer dark brown rAnKe& that blend with 
vour suita. 
